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Preface

This book is the outcome of an unexpected cooperation. It began on a sunny winter afternoon in 2007, at Jiro’s Hitotsubashi University office overlooking the Imperial Palace in downtown Tokyo. It was the first time Jiro and Zhu sat down together. Two days earlier, Jiro delivered a keynote speech at a conference in Ishikawa. After the speech, as Jiro’s students struggled to create a path for him to escape from the enthusiastic audience, Zhu managed to present him with a business card, saying ‘Professor, it was I who wrote that article.’ The article, just published in a knowledge management journal, was titled ‘Nonaka meets Giddens: a critique’. When the conference ended, Jiro invited Zhu to Tokyo.

Zhu expected a barrage of questions, corrections and instructions. Instead, after being served the first round of green tea, the conversation was about the worries and joys of being a father, calligraphy and sushi, Confucius and Dewey, Mao Zedong and T.E. Lawrence, IBM and Lenovo, changes in Japan and the rise of China. Before the second round of green tea, Jiro suggested co-authoring a book on corporate strategy.

Jiro and Zhu talked to each other in English. The differences between them, however, go beyond native languages. Jiro received rigorous training at Waseda University, obtained a degree in political science, worked in a Japanese corporation for ten years and wrote several books on military and business strategies before writing the award-winning *The Knowledge-Creating Company*. At the time of our meeting, Jiro was being bombarded by competing invitations from the worldwide business and academic communities.

In stark contrast, Zhu’s formal education stopped when he was 16, due to China’s ‘Cultural Revolution’. Zhu has been a Maoist...
Red Guard, farm labourer, shop assistant, lorry driver, enterprise manager, college teacher, assistant to the dean of a business school, software engineer, system analyst and IS/IT/business consultant. Even today, Zhu does not have a high school certificate, let alone a university first degree.

What brings and binds us – Jiro and Zhu – together, we believe, is our Confucian roots and, perhaps counter-intuitively, our Western educations (Jiro received his masters and doctoral degrees from the US and Zhu from Britain), as well as humble industry experiences, curiosity in knowledge and a keen desire to explore how managers can make the world a better place via business and strategy.

Careful readers will recognise the intellectual continuity of this book. Where *The Knowledge-Creating Company* [Nonaka and Takeuchi 1995] laid down a knowledge foundation and *Managing Flow* [Nonaka *et al.* 2008] forged a theory of the firm, this book focuses on exploring a pragmatic approach to strategy. While many of the ideas in this book can be traced back to the 1995 knowledge foundation and the 2008 theory of the firm, Jiro insists that each book must have unique, interesting things to say. What we dislike most is intellectual laziness – producing a ‘new’ book every few years, only to repackage old ideas in it, for example. Great scholars continuously push the knowledge frontier forward. The sea of learning has no end (*学海无涯*), as a Confucian teaching goes. The late C. K. Prahalad set us an example: he never wrote a second paper on the same topic with the same idea; he is still ranked top of the world's most influential business thinkers. We create, therefore we are.

Most of the topics and cases in this book have been written about by many people. In writing this book, our motto is: ‘Don’t insult the reader's intelligence.’ What we have to say must be interesting, offer a distinctive perspective and provide managers with useful ideas to work out. This is not a textbook in the conventional sense of bringing together everything ever said,
written and proven on a subject. Our aim is to urge, challenge and facilitate managers to think about and do strategy differently, wisely, beneficially.

In this book we call for a pragmatic turn. While we humans have been pragmatic at our wise moments, pragmatic strategies are not natural or God-given, but the result of managers’ purposeful, effortful accomplishments against all odds. If strategy is evolutionary, it is evolution with design; if pragmatism is opportunistic, it is purposeful opportunism. ‘It is Man who makes Tao great, not Tao that makes Man great (人能宏道, 非道宏人),’ Confucius famously taught us. In a pragmatic world, strategy is about how firms, in fact, managers, orchestrate material-technical assets, mental-cognitive capabilities and social-normative relationships in a timely, appropriate manner so as to create and capture value. We make our way in a world full of complexity, ambiguity and uncertainty; strategy is purposeful action to get fundamentals right, promote situated creativity and realise common goodness. The numerous business cases cited in this book show us that, by acting pragmatically, we can bridge the practice gap, bring ethics back in and overcome specialised deafness. Understood and practised as such, pragmatism is our best hope for reinventing strategy as a positive force for bettering the material, spiritual and ecological conditions of persons, communities and society.

We decided to use Confucian pragmatism as an overarching narrative. This shapes not only the ideas presented, but also the way in which they are presented. Because of this, we have had to decline many kind suggestions from colleagues. Some suggested that we target the market more precisely – is the book for managers, researchers or students? We turned down this suggestion because, according to Confucius, doing and thinking are one: managers need to be theoretically informed, while researchers and students should be practice-oriented. Others recommended providing a glossary so that readers could grasp the precise and consistent meaning of key concepts. We were not able to do this because, like Confucius,
we had difficulty supplying context-free, all-purpose definitions. Still others were concerned with the tangling of rational analysis, judgemental descriptions and emotional comments in many of the case studies. We refused the quest for separation because, in our tradition, logic, beauty and ethics are a reciprocal oneness. Making our way in the world, Newton, Picasso and Confucius are good friends, not rivals or strangers.

We recognise that this may seem inconvenient to some readers in ‘the West’. Nevertheless, even for these readers, it is perhaps a good time to note, make sense of and live with different styles of human experience. The world needs to face not only the economic (re-)rise of ‘the East’, but also its mindscapes. Culture is not just in lion dancing, sushi eating or Hollywood films; it is in the ways we think, interpret and interact. We are aware of the price we may have to pay for the style of this book. By spreading case studies throughout every chapter instead of putting them together into a separate section, for example, we depart from the norm of Western strategy textbooks and make our chapters look lengthy. We notice this, make the choice and are prepared for the consequences. We make this clear to readers, up front.

While recognising uniqueness, we strive to avoid making Confucian teaching and pragmatic strategy a mysterious enterprise. Managers with different cultural roots will search for practically wise strategy in heterogeneous, locally meaningful ways. This is naturally and rightly so. That said, we would consider it our great failure if, after reading this book, managers outside East Asia conclude: ‘Excellent. But, this is for them, not us.’ There is no universal ‘best practice’, there can be no provincial wisdom either. In an increasingly diverse and interconnected world, helpful is cultural confidence and sensitivity, not cultural arrogance, fatalism or indifference. Yes, we have passed well beyond the age when ‘What is good for America is good for the world’ or ‘Japan does everything best’; we do not need a new mystique of ‘Chinese strategy masters’ or ‘Indian management gurus’. If Confucianism
and pragmatic strategy are wise and good, they must be meaningful, doable and beneficial to people all over the world. Without ‘Great Harmony under Heaven [天下大同]’, ‘the East’ cannot have lasting prosperity, and neither can ‘the West’.

We started writing this book in 2008. Jiro had to satisfy almost non-stop demands from around the globe and Zhu to fulfil his teaching load in the UK as well as overseas. Despite this, we decided not to rely on any research assistance or funding. As a result, it took us some years to complete the book. What has happened on the world stage since that winter afternoon, not least the near-collapse of Wall Street and the City of London, has only heightened our sense of urgency. Managers and citizens have learned the hard way that, in their own interest and that of their children, it is imperative to engage strategy consciously, purposefully, collectively. At this historical juncture, we present this book to managers, researchers and MBA students; it is our effort to join the ongoing collective search for an alternative strategy paradigm. In the end, it is you, the readers, to judge whether the book is interesting, useful, worthwhile.

We thank our manager friends, academic colleagues and MBA students for their input over the years. We thank Paula Parish of Cambridge University Press for her encouragement, patience, professionalism and warm smile.

Thank you to Sachiko and Xiaoping, for your quiet companionship during those long, peaceful, productive mornings, seven days a week, 365 days a year.
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